
     3-20 FEB

We are offering a choice for biz fans. A week in Texas for the 2017 Superbowl. 
Or why not extend and take in Mexico, visiting various busy and interesting Cities and the bonus 

of ending the tour in Florida during the Miami boat show and presidents day weekend. 

FRI 3   We fly from our UK departure airport to HOUSTON. Our hotel at the end of the runways and close to 
the viewing area. 

SAT 4  All day in the Houston area, including IAH / HOBBY / ELLINGTON and some other local airports, 
during the build up to the superbowl. 

SUN 5   Again in the Houston area, including IAH / HOBBY / ELLINGTON and some other local airports, 
during the lead in on superbowl day. 

MON 6   We depart HOUSTON and head for the huge LACKLAND AFB, with various aircraft on display 
around the base and active. Then it's on to SAN ANTONIO. Our hotel is on the runway threshold. 

TUE 7   After a look around SAN ANTONIO, we head for DALLAS via several optional airports, such as 
AUSTIN. We overnight at our DFW airport hotel for the next 3 nights. 

WED 8   Complete free day in the DALLAS AREA, to include LOVE / DFW / ADDISON and others. 

THU 9   The last free day in DALLAS including LOVE FIELD / DFW / ADDISON. 

FRI 10   Today we fly DFW - MEX and on arrival we walk to our hotel, the Camino Real. We all have 
Executive club rooms with full access to the lounge all day. 

SAT 11   Completely free day, to spend in the lounge or the room, or take a walk to the nearby photo spot. 
,

SUN 12   We depart by coach for a circuit of the airport, then visit to SANTA LUCIA and the excelent Airforce 
museum. Afterwards we drive to TOLUCA where we spend the evening and our hotel overlooks the 
threshold of the runway. 

MON 13 We transfer to the terminal and we hope to organise an airport tour here. At lunchtime we fly 
onward to GUADALAJARA. We have a look around the airport and stay overnight, close to the airport. 

TUE 14   Another quick look around the airport and optional visit to the Army Air Museum. We fly to 
MONTERREY at lunchtime and spend the rest of the day here. Our hotel overlooks the runway. 
 
WED 15   This morning we drive up to MONTERREY DEL NORTE, to see some more interesting residents. 
We drive back to the main airport for our early evening flight to CANCUN. Our last night in Mexco. 

THU 16   All day in CANCUN before our evening departure to MIAMI. We collect our transport and head for 
our hotel in FORT LAUDERDALE. 

FRI 17   A busy day in the MIAMI AREA - OPA LOCKA / FORT LAUDERDALE / FORT LAUDERDALE 
EXECUTIVE and TAMIAMI, amoungst others. 

SAT 18   We drive north towards WEST PALM BEACH, stopping at several airports en-route. Our last nights 
hotel is at WEST PALM BEACH. 

SUN 19   Spending the morning at WPB, then driving back via a few stops to MIA. We drop our cars and 
head for check-in for our return overnight flight to UK, arriving the next day. 

 

- Week 1, Week 2, or BOTH weeks will be available - Regional departures available - 

Joint Cost: £1995   Deposit: £395   Single Room: £579
Superbowl: £1190   Deposit: £365   Single Room: £349
Mexico/MIA: £1495   Deposit: £385   Single Room: £239 

Texas Superbowl / Mexico              
With Miami Boat Show & Presidents day
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